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Comments; 

*defense notes* 
 

1. There were 6 questions with less than 0.5 as the loading factor which are excluded 
from the statistical process 

a. What would be the significant impact of the 6 questions that were not left-out 
from the statistical process? 
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b. How much were the loading factors for those 6 questions? 
i. Investment Decision = 5 have only 4 but now the questions were 

misleading? Which ones are the corrected questionnaire? Question # 2 and 
# 5? 

 
 

ii. Financial Literacy = 10 but have only 8, and what happen to questions # 
8, 9 (slight change to “don’t”), 10? Which ones are corrected questionnaire? 

 
 

iii. Financial Behavior = 6, but now only 5, and where is the loading factor 
for question # 6 on the FB6? 
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iv. Overconfidence = 6, but there were 7, where the question # 7 “I feel I 

have a control over the flow of investment returns”? 

 
 

 
 

v. Risk Perception = 6 and only 4, but only question # 1, # 4, and # 5 are in 
accordance to the list. 

 
 

 
 

2. Before running the tests, please run the questionnaire to its fullest questions and 
nothing to be left out from the original questionnaire? 
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3. If the “Risk Perception” is happened to be small and in accordance to less than p-

value of 0.05, then  
a. What would be the impact on the questionnaire?  

 
 

b. Anything that you do to accommodate the questionnaire, in any chance? 
 
 

 
 

4. The theoretical conclusions, can you elaborate  
a. theoretical conclusion # 2 about “other researchers for investment decision 

usually only reach the scope of irrational behavioral and individual prediction 
which lead to the wrong investment decision”, what are other irrational 
behaviors are they & what type of the wrong investment decision are they? 

 
b. Theoretical conclusion # 3 about “the study can give a good insight with a new 

finding that financial literacy cannot moderate the effect the risk perception 
on investment decision”, what are the good insights here? 
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5. The practical conclusion,  

a. Practical conclusion # 2 about “….financial literacy plays a huge role in controlling 
investors’ irrational behavior in decision making”, what are the irrational 
behaviors that this study suggest and have studied inside them? 

 
b. Practical conclusion # 3 about “…seminar and outlooks as a service to educate 

their investors”, what kinds of seminar and outlooks because the 
questionnaire did not really ask them anything 

 
 
6. The limitations were needed to be elaborated because “there is a risk of biased views 

from the respondents” (what biases views from respondents), and “there is a limited 
source to support questionnaire drafting to make it theoretically suitable” (what are the 
limited source) 

 
 
7. The Turn It In is 16% = it is save & OK but the sentences are full with copying & pasting 

from others…. 

 
 


